UNSOLICITED GIFT
So far, I have heen wholly sure of my selection.   Now it begins
to be difficult.   So far, they have all been what is so curiously
named classical.   I have already described in another volume how
I had not cared for any music until I was over thirty,   I cannot
explain this, unless by the suggestion that I hated my piano-lessons
and my practising, which went on much too persistently for
someone with no talent;   I was taught by one of the well-
known Chaplin trio who had too much fire and talent to be
patient with my painful fumbling, and an unenjoyable time was
had by both.   And then I had no "ear**.   I still have no "ear",
which is to say that inside my mind I ckn hear the correct notes,
but when I try to bring them out, when I sing, the pained ex-
pressions on the faces of my musical friends, or what is worse,
their laughter, cause me to look on musical territory as a danger-
ous Tom Tiddler's Ground where others might pick up gold
and silver, but not I.
I am glad that I can definitely divide the music that I still do not
like, from the music that I now love, as this reassures me that my
kte awakening has at least form and personality, and is not just
a vague wash of sentiment embracing all pleasant sound.   For the
music I do not like (much) is. as good, meaning as "classical", as
the music I prefer.  To sum up: my list is led by Beethoven, then
Bach, then (here it begins to oe a bit funny) Grieg, then (here it
rights itself again) Schubert (except the Unfinished), then Mozart
(but not the operas, which are too pointed and soprano and
coloratura, like Italian handwriting), some Brahms and some
Tschaikowsky (my musical education does not let me say which
"some" until I am hearing it), about two-thirds of Debussy,
especially "La Fille aux Cheveux de Lin";   Stravinsky's "Fire
Bird" and "Sacre du Printemps"; some of Elgar (in fact, most
of Elgar);  Arnold Bax's "Tintagel" which can move very far
up the list;   Strauss's "Rosenkavalier" (my favourite opera;   I
hJeard it at the Vienna Opera-house with Lehmann, Schumann
and Jeritza, which is the same as saying I heard it perfectly sung).
Opera plays a very small part in this belated need for music in my
life; compared with the joy I receive from orchestral and chamber
music, it need hardly exist.   Before I heard "Rosenkavalier", my
favofcrite opera was "Louise", and, for love of Paris, I would
include a record of the beginning of the second act where the rag
and bone men, the sweepers, the midinettes and all the rest of the
dawn procession hurry or loiter through the streets, and we hear
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